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Mossad 
Subject: RICH ONLY WORRY ABOUT THEMSELVES 
 

Just got off the phone with Augusto. 
 

The analysis should cover the importance of it being Israel who is the one 
announcing that the United States is no “friend” of Israel. 
 

Most of the world believes Israel and the US are “longtime friends”; that it is the US 
who supplies Israel with weapons and technology that is used against the 

Palestinians. 
 
Remember, it is only a relatively few people in the rest of the world who feel like 

Augusto that they “have to do something.” 
 

Most of the world is “sleeping” when not worrying about having to eat tomorrow 
despite the fact that there is an overabundance of food that is purposefully withheld 



as US Americans in particular following placing our tyrants in charge then send out 
our “do gooders” and nothing more disgusting than those highly educated “Doctors 

without borders”, worse yet those who let the war torn masses know that they are 
“digging” in to their own “little piggy banks” to buy the medicines blah blah blah 

blah blah blah blah. 
 
Are you vomiting yet? 

 
Then come over right now and join us for the most delicious home cooked French 

onion soup that Marie is now cooking, although it is very possibly going to be a little 
too spicy. 
 

People like very picky about his friends Augusto with all his education is just 
managing to keep his head above water, bearing in mind that his 6-year old son 

Carlos had very recently a head injury caused when playing soccer with his friends 
that resulted in Carlos having to spend 3 days in hospital in Cuzco and although he 
is doing better Augusto, who has to travel all over the country including the jungles 

of Peru as well as go to places like Bolivia taking tour groups, is now having to take 
Carlos to see a specialist in Lima in order to get more tests such as a “topography” 

of his brain; not to mention unwilling is Augusto to take a penny from me. 
 

Again, what Augusto and his equally well educated wife Patricia earn combined is 
the equivalent of what it costs The IT for Danielle to attend one semester at college 
here in the States and that “comparison” is rather important when you consider the 

fact that it is not The IT who is paying by having worked hard at the Sharp 
Memorial Hospital “playing business” but the fact that it is Augusto and Patricia who 

are paying for both The IT’s and Danielle’s current carefree lifestyle. 
 
Once you complete your analysis of the Israeli Military Intelligence report even if 

the “friends” of the world’s tyrants manage to kill me, you, Augusto, Patricia and of 
course they might as well take out Carlos, there will still be others out there 

including some of his 1,000 equally well educated and in very excellent shape 
Peruvian guides now being brought up to speed in “real time” and just as capable, 
who without resorting to violence, force the very corrupt Peruvian government to 

no longer accept US Dollars, no different to the State of Israel, Saudi Arabia, South 
Africa, Great Britain, Venezuela etc etc, all those 44 nations attending the Bretton 

Woods Conference of July 1944, causing all those “playing college student” as well 
as all those “playing business” to realize they won’t even have the energy to “play 
with themselves” let alone afford a “pot to pee in”. 

 
That one of a kind intelligence report spells out exactly WHO is taking everything 

and it is not only corrupt elected and non-elected government officials throughout 
the world helping themselves at the expense of the hard working masses forced to 
join the ruling elite’s economic drafts. 

 
Each and every single human being on this planet who does not take issue with the 

US Government for its support of the ruthless House of Saud is corrupt. 
 



Each and every single human being on this planet who does not take issue with the 
US Government’s support for 45 odd years of the ruthless South African Apartheid 

Regime is corrupt. 
 

Each and every single human being on this planet who cannot realize that the 
United States Government backed by corrupt business people without loyalty to 
country, race, sex or religion, benefitted by the rise of Nazi Germany, is also rather 

stupid. 
 

Each and every single human being on this planet knows perfectly well as they look 
at the facts that Jewish people like David Ben Gurion had to “play along” with the 
United States just to survive that had the Jewish Underground fighting both the 

British and the US for a Jewish homeland taken out the utterly nonsense talking, 
little pip-squeak Hitler, his replacement would have done a whole lot better job 

than murder 6 million Jewish people. 
 
The smartest of the Jewish underground fighters knew from the very start the need 

to be willing to walk away from a battle today to fight tomorrow. 
 

Today it is Israel who alone is leading the charge against the corrupt US 
Government and all those who remain silent. 

 
Although both Augusto and Patricia’s English is very excellent; moreover the fact 
that they understand world politics bearing in mind they get to meet so many more 

peoples from different countries than inbred Lily White Wheaty Eating US 
Americans, I would like to have your analysis translated in to Spanish by someone 

like well-bred Annie George. 
 
I would like to have an updated draft of the analysis in Augusto’s hands prior to 

New Year’s Eve. 
 

Remember it is a “universal language” that the rich only worry about themselves.  
 
Did you get a copy of the email I sent earlier to the President? 

 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20president-

clear.pdf 
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